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BIOGRAPHY
(Cornelis Springer)

Springer is considered the most renowned townview painter of the Dutch Romantic era. At the age of 17 he entered his first work in an exhibition, to be
followed by about 120 other contributions to national and international art exhibitions.
His work consists of carefully executed town views in which the figures are dwarfed by the presence of imposing Gothic structures, with transparent skies,
meticulously rendered masonry, and trees that deliberately break the rigid architectonic rhythm.
Springer was an avid traveller. Besides his extensive travels in The Netherlands, he visited Belgium, France and Germany. In 1844 he took a long trip along
the Rhine, where he found the motives he was seeking: castles, imposing Gothic churches and ruins. He combined these motives into robust city portraits,
built up according to his own taste. In these fantasy town views some buildings are still recognisable, but for the most part the compositions spring from the

artist's imagination.
Springer’s paintings gained much attention, which led to him to earn a double silver and thereafter a gold medal in 1847. Many more awards would follow.
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